KEXBOROUGH PRIMARY SCHOOL : YEAR 4 TOPIC OVERVIEW
Topic Title
Hook
Outcome
EV
Science

History

Term 1:1
Ancient Greece

Term 1:2
Mountains and Volcanoes

Term 2:1
Roman Empire

Assembly
Weston Park Museum
Electricity
Identify common appliances that
run on electricity
Construct a simple series electrical
circuit, identifying and naming its
basic parts, including cells, wires,
bulbs, switches and buzzers
Identify whether or not a lamp will
light in a simple series circuit, based
on whether or not the lamp is part
of a complete loop with a battery
Recognise that a switch opens and
closes a circuit and associate this
with whether or not a lamp lights in
a simple series circuit
Recognise some common
conductors and insulators, and
associate metals with being good
conductors

Presentation

Assembly
Visit in school
Materials
Compare and group materials together, according to whether they are
solids, liquids or gases
Observe that some materials change state when they are heated or cooled,
and measure or research the temperature at which this happens in degrees
Celsius (°C)
Identify the part played by evaporation and condensation in the water cycle
and associate the rate of evaporation with temperature

Creation of a variety of habitats around school

Ancient Greece – a study of Greek
life and achievements and their
influence on the western world
Develop a chronologically secure
knowledge and understanding of
world history, establishing clear
narratives within and across the
periods they study.

Pompeii / Vesuvius
Develop a chronologically secure
knowledge and understanding of
world history, establishing clear
narratives within and across the
periods they study

The Roman Empire and its impact on Britain
Develop a chronologically secure knowledge and understanding of British,
local and world history, establishing clear narratives within and across the
periods they study.
Note connections, contrasts and trends over time and develop the
appropriate use of historical terms.
Regularly address and sometimes devise historically valid questions about
change, cause, similarity and difference, and significance.
Construct informed responses that involve thoughtful selection and
organisation of relevant historical information. They should understand
how our knowledge of the past is constructed from a range of sources.

Vikings and the Anglo Saxons
Britain’s settlement by Anglo-Saxons and Scots

Planet Earth and Natural Disasters
Describe and understand key
aspects of physical geography,
including: climate zones, biomes and
vegetation belts, rivers, mountains,
volcanoes and earthquakes, and the

Settlements / Land Use / Place Names
Describe and understand key aspects of human geography, including: types
of settlement and land use, economic activity including trade links, and the
distribution of natural resources including energy, food, minerals and water

Habitats around the world /Knowledge of the world/ Mapping skills
describe and understand key aspects of physical geography, including:
climate zones, biomes and vegetation belts, rivers, mountains, volcanoes
and earthquakes, and the water cycle

Sound
Identify how sounds are made,
associating some of them with
something vibrating
Recognise that vibrations from
sounds travel through a medium to
the ear
Find patterns between the pitch of a
sound and features of the object
that produced it
Find patterns between the volume
of a sound and the strength of the
vibrations that produced it
Recognise that sounds get fainter as
the distance from the sound source
increases

Note connections, contrasts and
trends over time and develop the
appropriate use of historical terms.
Regularly address and sometimes
devise historically valid questions
about change, cause, similarity and
difference, and significance.
Construct informed responses that
involve thoughtful selection and
organisation of relevant historical
information. They should
understand how our knowledge of
the past is constructed from a range
of sources.
Geography

Landscape of Ancient Greece
Describe and understand key
aspects of physical geography,
including: climate zones, biomes and
vegetation belts, rivers, mountains,
volcanoes and earthquakes, and the

Term 2:2

Term 3:1
Habitats

Classification of Living things
Recognise that living things can be
grouped in a variety of ways
Explore and use classification keys to
help group, identify and name a
variety of living things in their local
and wider environment
Recognise that environments can
change and that this can sometimes
pose dangers to living things

Term 3:2

Teeth and Digestion
Describe the simple functions of the
basic parts of the digestive system in
humans
Identify the different types of teeth
in humans and their simple
functions
Construct and interpret a variety of
food chains, identifying producers,
predators and prey

The Viking and Anglo-Saxon struggle for the Kingdom of England to the time
of Edward the Confessor
Develop a chronologically secure knowledge and understanding of British,
local and world history, establishing clear narratives within and across the
periods they study.
Note connections, contrasts and trends over time and develop the
appropriate use of historical terms.
Regularly address and sometimes devise historically valid questions about
change, cause, similarity and difference, and significance.
Construct informed responses that involve thoughtful selection and
organisation of relevant historical information. They should understand
how our knowledge of the past is constructed from a range of sources.

water cycle

water cycle

Use maps, atlases, globes and digital/computer mapping to locate countries
and describe features studied
Name and locate counties and cities of the United Kingdom, geographical
regions and their identifying human and physical characteristics, key
topographical features
E safety and Communication
Understand the opportunities [networks] offer for communication and
collaboration
Be discerning in evaluating digital content
Use technology safely, respectfully and responsibly; recognise
acceptable/unacceptable behaviour; identify a range of ways to report
concerns about content and contact

Use maps, atlases, globes and digital/computer mapping to locate countries
and describe features studied
Name and locate counties and cities of the United Kingdom, geographical
regions and their identifying human and physical characteristics, key
topographical features

Computing

Coding / mazes
Design, write and debug programs
that accomplish specific goals,
including controlling or simulating
physical systems; solve problems by
decomposing them into smaller
parts
Use sequence, selection, and
repetition in programs; work with
variables and various forms of input
and output
Use logical reasoning to explain how
some simple algorithms work and to
detect and correct errors in
algorithms and programs

Book Creator
Use search technologies effectively
Select, use and combine a variety of
software (including internet
services) on a range of digital
devices to design and create a range
of programs, systems and content
that accomplish given goals,
including collecting, analysing,
evaluating and presenting data and
information

Art/Design

Greek sculpture
Pottery and Mosaics

Colour and texture – charcoal
3D structures

Deisgning and creating shields

Printing and sketching

to improve their mastery of art and
design techniques, including
drawing, painting and sculpture with
a range of materials [for example,
pencil, charcoal, paint, clay]

to improve their mastery of art and
design techniques, including
drawing, painting and sculpture with
a range of materials [for example,
pencil, charcoal, paint, clay]

to create sketch books to record their observations and use them to review
and revisit ideas

to create sketch books to record their observations and use them to review
and revisit ideas

to improve their mastery of art and design techniques, including drawing,
painting and sculpture with a range of materials [for example, pencil,
charcoal, paint, clay]

to improve their mastery of art and design techniques, including drawing,
painting and sculpture with a range of materials [for example, pencil,
charcoal, paint, clay]

about great artists, architects and
designers in history.
PE

Football /Gymnastics
Play competitive games, modified
where appropriate and apply basic
principles suitable for attacking and
defending
develop flexibility, strength,
technique, control and balance

Music

Spreadsheets and Databases
Use search technologies effectively
Select, use and combine a variety of software (including internet services)
on a range of digital devices to design and create a range of programs,
systems and content that accomplish given goals, including collecting,
analysing, evaluating and presenting data and information

about great artists, architects and designers in history.
Athletics / Gymnastics
develop flexibility, strength,
technique, control and balance
Use running, jumping, throwing and
catching in isolation and in
combination
compare their performances with
previous ones and demonstrate
improvement to achieve their
personal best.

Hockey/ Multiskills

Basketball / Tag Rugby

Cricket / Dance

Tennis / Dance

Play competitive games, modified
where appropriate and apply basic
principles suitable for attacking and
defending

Play competitive games, modified
where appropriate and apply basic
principles suitable for attacking and
defending

Play competitive games, modified
where appropriate and apply basic
principles suitable for attacking and
defending

Play competitive games, modified
where appropriate and apply basic
principles suitable for attacking and
defending

compare their performances with
previous ones and demonstrate
improvement to achieve their
personal best.

develop flexibility, strength,
technique, control and balance

develop flexibility, strength,
technique, control and balance

Use running, jumping, throwing and
catching in isolation and in
combination

Use running, jumping, throwing and
catching in isolation and in
combination

Pitch
Listen with attention to detail and
recall sounds with increasing aural
memory

Atmosphere
Listen with attention to detail and
recall sounds with increasing aural
memory

Chants and voice as an instrument
Play and perform in solo and ensemble contexts, using their voices and
playing musical instruments with increasing accuracy, fluency, control and
expression

Music around the world and compostion
Play and perform in solo and ensemble contexts, using their voices and
playing musical instruments with increasing accuracy, fluency, control and
expression

Appreciate and understand a wide
range of high-quality live and
recorded music drawn from
different traditions and from great

Use and understand staff and other
musical notations

Develop an understanding of the history of music.

Improvise and compose music for a range of purposes using the interrelated dimensions of music

Appreciate and understand a wide
range of high-quality live and

Appreciate and understand a wide range of high-quality live and recorded
music drawn from different traditions and from great composers and

composers and musicians

RE

recorded music drawn from
different traditions and from great
composers and musicians

musicians
Develop an understanding of the history of music

